auDA Annual General Meeting 2017
Election of Directors — Supply Class Candidate Statements*
Brian FITZPATRICK
I’m a senior IT professional, working as a Principal at Dialog Information Technology. Dialog is the
largest privately owned Australian software development and IT services provider. My role at Dialog
has me managing a team of 60 Technology Consultants. I am also Chairman of Melbourne
University’s Networked Society Institute Advisory Board. Prior to my executive posts I ran several
successful online businesses in South America, and served in the military. I would like to see more
engagement undertaken with supply class members with significant issues such as direct registration
and registry transformation. I look forward to your support.

James DECK
I have been involved in auDA since the 2012 Industry Advisory Panel. I have subsequently participated
in the 2015 Names Panel and am currently a member of the Constitutional Review Committee.
I will help build an auDA that:
•
•
•
•
•

is transparent
has excellent communication with all stakeholders
gives direct registration the scrutiny it deserves (in particular, implementation)
ensures the success of the Registry, regardless of the operator
continues to pursue successful reform

I own digital marketing and IoT businesses and am Chair of the Australian Web Industry Association.
For more visit www.jamesdeck.com.au.

Grant WILTSHIRE
I have been a dedicated and proactive member of the auDA board since 2015. There has been a lot of
change from all facets over the past two years and we need stability, experience and the business
capacity to ensure we stay on track and deliver our transformational strategy. I have the best interests
of integrity, balance of opinion and importantly to ensure we have a secure, safe and innovation
domain space within Australia. Over my time on the board I have worked with Supply members to
understand the issues affecting them. I ask for your support.

*Candidate order on the ballot determined by random draw conducted by the Returning Officer
Notice: Information in candidate statements is provided by the candidates. Any enquiries about a candidate statement should be
directed to the relevant candidate. Candidate statements are not verified or endorsed by the Returning Officer.
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